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1. INTRODUCTION

a. Statement of the Problem :

The expenditure for procurement of transit rolling stock-

buses , locomotives and coaches - is an important component of the

capital requirement of public transit agencies. The age of

equipment significantly determines the customer comfort, reliability

of operations and maintenance expenditure. In the absence of

government financial assistance, comfort and reliability were

sacrificed and outdated transit equipment was often maintained

at relatively high cost.

The long lead time necessary for the procurement of rolling

stock requires advance planning and federal capital grants approval.

One of the objectives and a requirement of the 1974 Act establishing

the Regional Transportation Authority in Northeastern Illinois is

to plan annually for the capital need of the transit agencies for

the next five years. Capital improvement programs must be based

on available funds as well as economic evaluation of competing

projects.

According to a 1974 study of the transit operations in the

Northeastern Illinois by Simpson and Curtin, the average age of

CTA buses in 1976 was 8.6 years and that of other bus operators

was 14.8 years (1) . Table 1-1 presents a summary of age of

rolling stock of the region's transit system in 1976. Acquisitions

and retirements since 19 74 are not accounted for. The age summary is

indicative of the substantial need for replacement of most of the

rolling stock items.
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TABLE 1-1

AGE OF TRANSIT ROLLING STOCK IN NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS IN 1976

Transit Operator

Age in CTA
Years Buses

Rapid
Transit

Sub. Bus Sub. Trains
Coaches Locomotives |3

0-1

2

3 50

4 50

5

6

7 50

8 42

9 150

10 or more 2,102

TOTAL 2,444

Average Age
in Years 8.6

150

949

1,099

21.1

Less than
4 years

91

4 to 8

years
77

More than

9 years
276

444

14.8

851 127

18.7

Based on Public Transportation Systems in Northeastern Illinois,
Summary , by Simpson and Curtin, Januarv, 1975. The study v/as prepared
for the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA)

Some were rebuilt in recent vears. Most are older than 10 vears.
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b. Objectives of this Report :

The objective of this report is to present the findings of a

research study to develop rational basis for replacement, rebuilding

and procurement of rolling stock - buses, locomotives and coaches -

by the Northeastern Illinois Regional Transportation Authority (RTA)

.

This study examines various criteria for decision and presents

Life Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis as the most appropriate approach to

determine economic life span of equipment, select least cost bids,

decide between rebuilding and new purchase, and equipment management

to minimize per mile cost. The philosophy as well as the mechanics

of LCC for replacement analysis of transit rolling stock are

presented.

The LCC approach is applied to current transit buses, diesel

electric suburban service locomotives and coaches using available

data on cost of procurement, maintenance, reliability and de-

preciation and factors contributing to higher operating expenditure

attributed to age of equipment. Because of limited data for loco-

motives and coaches, the present study uses the manufacturer's

simulated cost data for locomotives and the analysis of replacement

life of coaches is deferred until some future date when basic

data on costs are available.

With the assistance of good quality suburban bus maintenance

data which the RTA has collected in the second half of 1977, this

report demonstrates the applicability of LCC analysis to a variety

of rolling stock management problems, such as output level,

replacement interval, and economic evaluation of major repairs.

: ^
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This study provides a groundwork for systematic data collection

for various cost components of rolling stock and furnishes an

analytical framework to employ extensive data banks for fleet

management decisions.

c. Background and Scope of Research :

The transit Rolling Stock Replacement Study was included in

the Unified Regional Planning program for the Chicago Metropolitan

Region for Fiscal Year 1977. The mission of the study was

development of an analytical framework to support policy decisions

on the question of when to repair or replace an item of rolling

stock. The study proposal placed significant emphasis on minimizing

life time cost of operating and owning the vehicles. This initial

study proposal assumed availability of life time cost of transit

vehicles. The project was allocated $75,000 of which $50,000 were

given to the CTA for CTA buses and rapid transit cars analysis,

the remaining $25,000 to the RTA for RTA buses, locomotives and

suburban coaches.

In the second half of 1976, the RTA contacted some of the

carriers, including the CTA, suburban bus operators and railroads

to determine the availability of vehicle histories, costs of main-

tenance, efficiency of vehicles over time and similar information

for constructing life time cost of current rolling stock inventory.

It was soon realized that such data are practically non-existent.

A variety of vehicles and different models inhibit construction

of life time cost tables at this time. A concerted effort to

develop a uniform data base must precede the task of construction

of replacement schedules. The need for a rational policv for
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orderly replacement of rolling stock is indicated by this lack

of basic statistics.

In August of 1977, the RTA instituted a limited survey of

maintenance of locomotives and coaches at the Burlington Northern

and Milwaukee Road shops. The survey yielded five (5) months

of maintenance history and an understanding of record keeping by the

railroads. For various reasons, decribed later, it was found

impractical to construct cost schedules of locomotives from this

survey. Present record keeping of the railroads__did not permit a ^
survey of maintenance of coache^ For RTA's approximately 500 ^^^**^^-i^-^*^

buses, a detailed vehicle maintenancer^poTting "systemwas installed

IrfJ^ine 1977, This information system provides a detailed cost

account for every bus, including mileage. A six month summary of bus

costs from July through December, 1977 is the basis for the present

study. In additii»ft,M£he CTA's regular publication "Vehicle Series

Cost Report" gives per mile maintenance cost by bus vehicle series

for each of the 13 four-week periods a yearj Increasing cost

of maintenance with age is quite apparent from these records.^

Since suburban bus fleets and maintenance practices differ

significantly from the CTA, the present study uses the suburban ^^rif^^^

bus data only. Further, cost data for individual CTA buses are

not available.

Compared with the original intentions, the present study is

limited by lack of a cost history of vehicles. Even if general

cost data were available, a comprehensive study of each vehicle

and specific policy formulation are beyond the scope of the present

effort for the time and cost involved. Further, there are always
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non-quantifiable objectives and constraints that must be accounted

for in replacement decisions.

The present study makes a valuable contribution in defining

the methodology for addressing the vehicle management problems and

demonstrates the versatility of LCC approach in decision making.

The results of this demonstration effort are subject to revision

as more reliable, factual data on vehicle costs become available.

d. Contents of this Report :

This report examines various criteria affecting rolling stock

replacement/rebuilding decisions of the public transit industry, anc

suggests the life cycle cost analysis as the most valuable tool for

transit management. These criteria are examined in Chapter 2.

Various components of life cycle cost of rolling stock are reviewed.

Only major costs that are affected by use or length of ownership

are included, such as procurement cost, reliability cost,

depreciation, maintenance, and fuel consumption.

The basic concept of life cycle cost analysis, a review of

existing literature on the subject and important applications are

presented in Chapter 3.

Optimum life analysis of buses and locomotives is presented

in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. In each case, the life cycle cost

of vehicles are presented with various assumptions on discount

rate, depreciation schedule, maintenance cost increase, and eff icier

decline with age. A range of optimum vehicle life is presented bas€

on some plausible assumptions on increase in real costs of maintenar

price of replacement vehicle, fuel, and the quality and reliability

of service, subject to further refinements.
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Chapter 6 outlines the future work in replacement analysis

using LCC approach. Development of cost information oriented

to each vehicle and per mile output cost related to vehicle age

is emphasized for making better replacement/rebuilding decisions
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2. CRITERIA FOR ROLLING STOCK REPLACEMENT

The "optimum replacement policy" refers to the life

of rolling stock equipment for which an average, per mile

cost of operation, maintenance and depreciation in constant

dollars, is minimum. Ideally, costs should include not just

financial cost but also the qualitative aspects of the service.

The present analysis is concerned primarily with monetary costs

and assumes a decent level of reliable service. The following

examines service, economic and technological aspects of transit

rolling stock,

a. Service

With reference to the transit industry, service means the

comfort and quality of ride in the vehicle, as well as the

reliability— the avaibility of equipment, on-time arrivals

and departures, and frequency of breakdowns during service.

Beyond certain age and a minimum level of maintenance, vehicles may

show signs of deterioration and dilapidation which could

adversely affect ridership, increase customer complaints,

and frequency of road calls to service disabled vehicles.

Although there is concensus on need to include service

factors mentioned earlier in determining the optimum replacement

policy for transit rolling stock, measuring the qualitative service

aspects remains difficult. Except in extreme cases, trans-

lating visual and comfort aspects as well as cost of delays

into dollars and cents is not possible. Attempts to value

delays are likely to suggest excessively high reliability.



Most railroads in the Chicago region, for instance, received

on-time premium from the RTA of $2,000 each month for

every full percent point above the established limits:

90% for the Burlington Northern, the Milwaukee Road,

and the Chicago and Northwestern Railroads, and 9 3%for the

Illinois Central Gulf. A more sophisticated approach is

needed to include reliability as a base for maintenance and

replacement decisions.

In the present analysis, the road call cost of buses

has been used as an indicator of reliability cost

since it is closely related to age of buses and is the direct

cost of unreliable equipment. (2) An average cost

of $30 per road call was assigned. A similar cost assignment

of delay cost on railroads could be developed with better

monitoring of cost of rail operation.

b. Economy

Since financial resources available to a transit authority

are limited, minimizing the life-cycle cost per mile becomes

a strong management objective, so long as a certain minimiom

reliability level is maintained. Economic factors include items

of cash outlays required to acquire, maintain and operate

transit vehicles. Defining these costs in a consistent

manner and collecting the information for a system as large

as the RTA is complex and expensive though a rewarding task.

Existance of numerous carriers and a variety of vehicles

make the maintenance information system difficult to

implement.
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Acquisition costs include cost of preparing specification,

selecting bids and other management expenses in buying the

rolling stock, purchase price and interest payments.

In most instances, the overhead costs of acquisition

are not separately defined for each vehicle.

Depreciation cost is the annual decline in the market

value of rolling stock. As a rule, the decline is the

steepest in initial years. The unique problem with public

transit vehicles is the absence of effective, competitive,

or secondary market. Further, the transit authorities use

the rolling stock to a point where the equipment is worth

merely scrap value— for lack of funds for equipment replacement.

Consequently, there is little experience in determining

depreciation. Assuming that a vehicle becomes almost worthless

at the end of its service life, we must assume total de-

preciation at that point. Several hypothetical depreciation

functions will be tried and examined in terms of their effect

on optimum replacement policy (3). Depreciation experience of

related equipment will also bear upon test results. For

instance, the RTA recently acquired C&NW locomotives and coaches.

The purchase price of these vehicles may serve as a guide.

The Maintenance cost of rolling stock and the level of

maintenance, i.e. the expenditure per mile, determines

significantly the quality of the fleet, as well as the

optimum replacement age. The quality of the original

equipment, punishment during service, preventive maintenance,

labor rates and productivity define the maintenance cost

of vehicles. Labor cost constitutes the largest segment of

this cost category.
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Since overhead facilities, such as garages are needed,

irrespective of age of rolling stock, they are excluded from

LCC computation, though, it is realized that per mile overhead

cost of very old equipment would be higher than for a very

new one. The minimum life cycle cost replacement policy is

determined only by the marginal or incremental cost. Fixed

costs do not affect the optimum life span, though the size

of average cost increases.

For the purpose of this analysis, overhaul and rebuilding

are essentially special maintenance. However, the special

maintenance cost may be capitalized and depreciated over

a resonable time period rather than assigning it entirely

to the year of expenditure.

Fuel costs under "optimum" operating situations are

invariant to vehicle life. It is known, however, that older

equipment give lower mileage than newer ones.

At 50C a gallon and 30,000 miles a year, a transit bus will

use $3,750 worth of fuel a year at 4 miles per gallon.

If the engine and other equipment deteriorations reduce the

mileage to 3.5 per gallon, the annual cost is $4,286, an

increase of $536. A six month survey of fuel consumption of

RTA buses does not indicate higher fuel consumption for

older buses. Since older buses are not air-conditioned and

differ technicallly from the new ones, the efficiency comparison

is not always valid. The present study relies on CTA fuel

consumption data for bus series. Similarly equipoed CTA buses

do indicate a higher fuel consumption for older buses . Though

the pattern is weak, and may not be supported statistically.
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Attempts to obtain test results on fuel effiecincy of bus and

locomotive engines from the General Motors Corporation have not

been successful. Further efforts, therefore, must depend on detail

accounting of fuel consumption for each RTA vehicle under normal

operating conditions. Efficiency decline, in the range of five to

ten percent over life, may be assumed for a well maintained fleet

of locomotives and buses until more reliable statistics become

available. Increasing consumption of oil and miscellaneous items

are ignored for lack of data, as well as their insignificant

contribution to total cost.

c. Technology :

These factors include changes in the technology of the

vehicles that make the new vehicles superior in terms of

energy efficiency, reliability, speed, safety, service, etc.

In general, the transit vehicle technology has not changed

much in years. The present "New-look" bus of the General

Motors introduced in the early 1960 's remains the dominant

vehicle in the United States transit bus fleet. Although many

mechanical and safety innovations have taken place, such

as sutomatic transmission and power steering, there is

little overall change in the basic vehicle. Even the

transbus includes few technological changes that affect

replacement decisions. In fact, the new buses are more

expensive, heavier, fuel inefficient, and have lower

passenger capacity than the present buses. (4)
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In suburban rail transit, the most important change

is the introduction of bi-level coach that is lighter,

and includes more amenities and comfort than the steam-heated,

heavy coach it replaced some 15 years ago. The technology of

power plant and propulsion of locomotives remains basically

unchanged over the past 30-40 years. Like the current buses,

the locomotives and coaches in service need not be replaced on

technological ground. The life cycle cost analysis presented in

this study is an ideal tool to compare technologically different

equipment on economic ground.
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3. LIFE CYCLE COST (LCC) ANALYSIS

a. Basic Concepts:

An important economic characteristic of transit

service is the high operating costs compared with purchase

price. A standard transit bus that could be purchased for

$75,000 in 1977, costs an average of 43.2 cents for

maintenance and 13.06 cents for fuel per mile based

on CTA's "Vehicle Series Cost Report". (5) A survey of

seven transit properties in 1974 shows annual average

cost per mile for bus operations of $1.56. (6) Assuming

the 1977 cost of $2.50, the operating cost over 500,000

miles technical life of bus is $1.25 million, more than

16 times the purchase price. Similarly, a $750,000

diesel-electric locomotive with potential service life

of a million miles would cost $11 million in operating

cost, based on current rates paid to rail carriers by

the RTA.

The above figures underline the importance of operating

cost in addition to procurement in evaluating replacement

versus rebuilding of transit rolling stock. It is also

noted that maintenance cost that is directly related to

equipment quality and age should be given appropriate

attention. The RTA carriers, including the CTA, place more

than 100 million bus miles a year. Saving of even one

cent a mile in operations cost amounts to a million dollars

a year.
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Life cycle cost of rolling stock is simply an average

per mile cost of operating, maintaining and replacing

equipment for a very long time span. Replacement age, however,

is to be defined such that the sum of costs is the minimum in

terms of discounted present value. The basic assumptions of

life cycle cost analysis are (1) maintenance and reliability

costs increase over time, (2) depreciation, the annual decline

in market value, is high during early years but less in later

years, and (3) the discount rate, the time value of money is

always positive. Figure 3.1 graphically illustrates the average

cost curve as the sum of maintenance and depreciation cost curves

•r-l

2
u

4J

o
u

Maintenance and
Realiability Cost

Depreciation
Cost

Age of Rolling Stock in Miles

Figure 3.1; Average Cost Curve as Sum of Maintenance
and Depreciation Cost Curves
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The usual average curve is U-shaped and has a minimum

so long as maintenance and depreciation functions are well-

behaved. If equipment is replaced at the point of minimum

average cost (T) , a series of curves can be developed showing

the replacement cycles as in Figure 3.2.

Replacementsm
o
u
0)

en

u
(D

>
<

u

a.

Minimum
Average Cost

Age of Rolling Stock in Miles

Figure 3.2: Minimum Average Cost Replacement Cycles

Implicit in the replacement policy is a decision to

postpone purchasing cost while incurring higher maintenance

and reliability costs. The postponement, however, generates

savings at a rate of return equal to alternative investment

opportunities. For a public agency, the decision of not

purchasing a vehicle means investment in other sectors of

the economy, or even reducing taxes. Therefore, the discount

rate for a transit agency is the so called social discount

rate, or the rate of social opportunity cost. The real gross

national product (GNP) of the United States increased at an annual

compounded rate of 3.2 percent between 1960 and 1975, compared

with a rate of 2.0 percent from 1970 to 1975.
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The lower rate of growth in the later years reflects the economic

recession in 1974 and 1975 when the real GNP actually declined

by 1.7 and 1.8 percent, respectively. For the purpose of the

present analysis, a long-term growth rate of 3.2 percent is used

as a discount rate.

Most studies of life cycle cost assume a life span of

equipment or structure. A study of transit buses by the Advanced

Management Systems, Inc., for instance, assumes bus life of

600,000 miles. (7) A comparison of competing buses then depends

on maintenance and operation expenses and current purchase orice

over a predetermined life span. The General Services Administra-

tion (GSA) has taken considerable interest in life cycle costing

as a procurement process. (8) The GSA, however, does not

consider variable life span of competing products. The life

cycle cost analysis approach used in this study determines optimum

life span as a function of costs over many procurement cycles .

The proposed approach not only allows to compare bids but also

to determine whether specific repairs and overhauls at certain

age of equipment should be undertaken. Since life span is

variable, the approach enables to recalculate the minimum and the

maximum periods the repaired vehicle must be used to justify the

repair. In addition, the optimum annual miles policy can be

formulated with an objective to minimize annual per mile life

cycle cost. Replacement cost is often not critical in the LCC

analysis of single items with extremely long life span, such

as buildings and structures. For rolling stock management, however.
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replacement and rebuilding are quite important since a part of the

fleet must be continuously rebuilt or replaced. Important questioni

in the LCC analysis are the number of replacement cycles and

the time horizon of study. For illustration, consider a span of

15 years for a transit bus analysis. Replacement analysis then

computes the cost of replacement and maintenance at various interva

to identify the age when LCC is the lowest. If a bus is replaced

annually, the depreciation cost is high but maintenance cost

is low. On the other hand, a bus replaced after 15 years of

service has high total maintenance cost and depreciation cost

equal to the cost of initial acquisition, but no replacement

cost. Since depreciation cost is high in the initial years

of equipment, LCC is found to be the lowest on the 15th year.

The study horizon limit of 15 years or even 50 years results

in a highly fluctuating LCC curve reflecting the annual variation

in costs and inconsistent assignment of replacement cost.

Consequently, the procedure of limiting the study horizon is

arbitrary, inconsistent and not scientific.

A consistant LCC analysis procedure assumes an infinite,

or very long time horizon that smooths out annual cost fluct-

uations natural to bus operations and allows a comparison of

equipment of different life spans and annual costs. When

costs are constant over the replacement cycles, or rising less

than the discount rate, the present value of future costs

is always declining in constant dollars. The declining cost
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series can be readily summed for infinite time horizon. For

example, an annual cost of one dollar per mile, discounted

at 3.2 percent per year to infinity is equivalent to $31.75

in present value. Given the annual maintenance, depreciation,

fuel and reliability costs for an average transit bus estimated

for the present study, the minimum per mile LCC for a 40,000

miles a year bus is $13.49 at 480,000 life miles if the dis-

count rate is 3.2 percent. In other words, an investment of

$13.49 at net return of 3.2 percent (allowing for inflation),

finances an annual output of one mile forever, provided that

the bus is replaced at 480,000 miles interval.

When costs are increasing at a faster rate than the

discount rate, the present value of future costs are infinitely

increasing with time. Therefore, a long enough time horizon

relative to approximate life span of equipment must be selected

to assure a sufficiently large number of replacement cycles,

for all replacement intervals examined. It must be emphasized

that the purpose of the long time horizon is not to compute

the total cost over the many long years, but only to compare

replacement intervals on equal terms. For instance, if costs

increase at an annual rate of 5.0 percent in constant dollars

and the discount rate is 3.2 percent, the minimum average annual

per mile LCC over 500 years is $193,726 for a bus used 40,000

miles a year. Note that it is the relative costs at alternative

replacement intervals rather than the absolute cost figures

over many years are of interest in replacement analysis.

The LCC increment curves using long time horizon are U-shaped and

have a smoother profile than the single-cycle cost curves.
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The next Section will describe the simple mathematical

structure of life cycle cost analysis. Computation of LCC

is uncomplicated and can be performed manually when costs

are not increasing faster than the discount rate. Increasing

costs, however, require summation over many time intervals.

The computer program presented in Appendix I facilitates LCC

computations and allows experimentation with discount rates,

inflation factors, and cost fluctuations.

b. Computation of Life Cvcle Cost:

The objective of replacement analysis is to determine the

procurement time interval T so that the life cycle cost

increment — the total discounted cost per annual mile of

future procurements and operations and maintenance costs —
is minimum. Vehicle miles per year being under management

control and a readily available index of vehicle utilization,

is found most appropriate for measuring costs. For computing

present and discounted values of the cost streams, time in

years and annual discount rates are important parameters.

Annual use of vehicles in miles, therefore, is an appropriate

base for cost in life cycle cost analysis of rolling stock.

For simplicity and without compromising study objectives,

it is assumed that the units purchased are essentially

similar or equivalent to the ones being replaced. All costs

including maintenance and operations, are expressed in constant

dollars. The long term discount rate is the social opportunitv

cost of money, usually 2 to 3 nercent annuallv.
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If a rolling stock item is procured at an interval T at

price P and discount rate =^\ , then the total life cvcle

cost increment, the sum of all future costs, is given by

(1) C»^(T)=(I_, e .M(t) + e ' . P; +
' t=0

-(Z: e-2"'^M(t) . e-^"'^.p) .

t=0

where n -». oo , or a large number. M.(t) is a function of

time (t) or an index of use, i.e. miles.

Condensing the series and using the fact that

for =><, > and t >

T
_o<r rn -U - 0< t -*^lT

(2) C^{T)= l/(l-e ' ) ( 2l e ' -M^t) ^ ® -^^

t=0

It should be noted that the term l/(l-e ) accounts

for an infinite number of cycles of replacements and maintenance

and its value varies from infinity when T is very small, to

one when T is very large. Naturally, if equipment is replaced

more frequently, the life cvcle cost is higher than if replaced

at longer intervals, provided that other costs do not increase.
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If maintenance cost M is an increasing function of use (t)

,

as may be generally assumed, equation (2) will show large fluctuatic

in LCC since procurement cost is assigned to the replacement year

only. Therefore, the price P is substituted by a depreciation

function which decreases with use (t) . The depreciation cost D(t)

of a vehicle at time t is the difference between the market values

in the preceeding year (t-1) and the year (t) . In the initial years

depreciation is high but reduces to almost zero near the end of

economic life of equipment. An additional cost of rolling stock

operation is the reliability cost R which is a function of

equipment age (t) at a specified level of maintenance. The

difficulties in measuring this cost have been examined earlier

and will be further explored in the following chapters.

The relevant form of life cycle cost equation is

T T

(3) C^,(T)= l/(l-e '^)
( LT e "-.M(t) + }Z ^ •D(t) +

t=0 ^ t=0

T
+ X3 e ' .R(t))

t=0

where D(t) and R (t) are depreciation and reliability cost

functions, respectively, of time or use (t). Other

notations are the same as in (1)

.

So far, no net change in costs have been assumed. What

if price P rises over and above the general price level

increases? If successive prices of a cost component increase

in constant dollars, the discount effect - the savings generated

from postponements reduce proportionately. Equation (3) can

be redefined as
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T

(4) C^(T) = l/(l-e<-"'^^^)^) ( C e^-"'^*^^^^M(t)) .

t=0

:'- 'i- . l/(l-e^-"'^"^)^) ( C e^-"'^"3)t_^(,^) ,

t=0

T

t=0

where <»<,, «<, and <=>< . represent net growth rate of

maintenance, depreciation, and reliability costs,

respectively, in constant dollars. Other notations are

the same as defined earlier.

Equation (4) assumes that o< is greater than o<2 , o^^r

and oC . If not, the series is unbounded and increases to

infinity. For a more general definition of life cycle cost

increment where the long term costs in constant dollars may

increase at a faster rate than the long term discount rate,

a long time horizon, relative to the technical life of equipment

must be specified.

q=l t=l

^ (1+ C e^--^'""^^^^) ( Z: e^-'^•^"^)^D(t)) ^

q=l t=l

q=l t=l

t=l

t=l

. (e
<-'-•'*' 2''.

( i: e'-''*-*'^R(t)))
t=l
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where Q+1 represents the nun±)er of replacements and QT+T+K is

a constant representing the time horizon. If equipment with

different life spans and life cycle costs at various replacement

ages are to be examined, Q should be large relative to T, for all

values of T, If Q is large, K —»• and the last three summation

terms may be dropped. Notice that equations (4) and (5) are

identical when the long term discount rate is greater than the long

term cost rates. It must be emphasized that the objective of

replacement analysis is not to determine the total cost over an

infinite time horizon, say a thousand years, but only to compute

relative values of each replacement age so that the age associated

with the lowest life cycle cost increment can be identified.
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c. History of Life Cycle Cost Analysis and Transit

- Vehicle Management;

Life cycle cost analysis as a concept or mathematical

formulation is not new or recent. It has been practiced under

a variety of names, such as value engineering, cost-in-use,

cost effectiveness, discounted cash flow, cost-benefit, etc.

It is very likely that most of the effort toward a systematic

treatment of long term expense and performance has occured since

World War II. The LCC approach has received increasing

attention in recent years primarily because of greater cost

of fuel and labor in operating and maintaining rolling stock,

buildings and similar investments. The emphasis on energy

efficient equipment and appliances has created a renewed need

to balance higher cost of initial procurement with lower life time

cost of operations and maintenance. There has been legislative

push at all levels of government to consider total life cost

in accepting bids. Most texts in economics and finance now

include some treatment of LCC analysis.

John E. Williams provides a detailed history of the LCC

analysis in the United States. (9) He notes a significant number

of publications by the Federal agencies, especially the

General Services Administration (GSA) and the Department of

Defense (DOD) . The GSA frequently conducts workshops in LCC

for procurement training programs. (10)
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Energy concerns have also spawned numerous bills within

state legislatures that mandate LCC for construction and rental

of sizeable properties. Alaska, for instance, passed

a law in 1975 which requires LCC procurement of all public

facilities. Numerous efforts to legislate LCC are described

in detail by Williams.

In the private sector, major corporations are known to

use LCC for procurement though documentation of their works

remain generally unavailable. Rockwell-Collin ' s Reliability

Improvement Warranty (RIW) , a LCC procurement technique to

continuously upgrade reliability of equipment and minimize

mean time between failures (MTBF) , is well recognized. (11)

In the economic analysis of Federal grants for rolling

stock equipment versus subsidy for operations of transit buses,

William B. Tye uses the Uniform Annual Equivalent (UAE) which

is essentially annualized LCC. (12) Tye presents a theoretical

bus replacement model to test the hypothesis that bus transit

carriers are undercapitalized. The UAE curves, like LCC curves,

are U-shaped and have a minimum. Using data for Chicago and

Cleveland transit buses, he draws a family of UAE curves showing

average annual miles. The UAE curves are then translated into

Uniform Continuous Equivalent (UCE) cost curves that show the

cost per vehicle mile as a function of vehicle age in years at

replacment and yearly output (Figure 3.3). The resemblance

between Tye ' s UCE curves and the LCC curves prepared for this

study is quite noticeable.
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Figure 3.3: Uniform Continuous Equivalent Costs

Source: William E. Tye, pp. 819.

According to Tye, the evidence indicated that for a transit

bus the output of 50,000 miles per year should be maintained

for 15 years and the 22,000 miles output for 24 years to

minimize UAE . The finding that greater output per vear reduces

per mile cost is also supported by this study . In addition, the

larger output gives greater vehicle life in total miles than

a smaller number of miles per year. Tye finds that the

carriers are not capital poor but need to increase output

—

the service miles-- to optimize, thus making an economic case

for government subsidy for transit operations.

Posner's work on life cycle costing provides important

groundwork in understanding the role of discount rate in optimum

replacment policy. (13) He concludes that the choice of discount

rate does not affect optimum policy very much but rather affects

only the figure computed for discounted future costs because LCC

curves generally have a broad minimum. A large increase in

discount rate is usually needed to make a significant change in
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optimum replacement level (Figure 3.4) . Posner argues that the

discount rate should represent the "social discount rate" the

value of money for social investment. Thus, he says the rate may be

about 2%, but should not be nearly as high as the inflation rate.

The present analysis supports Posner ' s findings and uses a

discount rate of 3.2 percent based on the rate of growth in the U.S

gross national product in constant dollars between 1960 and 1975.
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mean time between failures (MTBF) and the system unavailability

is defined as a ratio of passenger-hours of delay and total

passenger-hours travel time. The LCC of a system, according to

Anderson, is the sum of the installed costs of all subsystems,

plus the sum of the operating and maintenance (support) cost of

all subsystems as illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Life Cycle Cost

Acquisition

Cost

tn

-p

tn

O
u

Support Cost

System Reliability

Figure 3.5 Life Cycle Cost as Function of System Reliability

Source: Anderson, 19 77.

Anderson's approach in measuring total costs deserves consider-

able merit in that the system and subsystem reliability are directly

considered to determine life cycle cost. The problem of defining

reliability and delays, and lack of data on system and subsystem

reliability and costs are important obstacles. With improving data

based on the RTA's transit operations, however, Anderson's approach

deserves to be considered in the future. It should be noted that

Anderson's LCC analysis is a single cycle approach since subsequent

replacements are not considered. Therefore, his approach cannot be

used for optimum replacement analysis.
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Introduction of a new generation bus— the transbus

—

has revived the need to consider life cycle cost of two

products, the conventional, present day transit bus that

costs $70 - $75,000 compared with the transbus that may cost

around $100,000. A report on cost impact of the transbus

program by Booz-Allen Applied Research and Simpson and Curtin

for UMTA suggests the need for better data on cost of bus

operation and maintenance. (15) Although the UMTA report compares

total cost of the buses, it a priori assumes the same life

span for the competing vehicles. The report concludes that

on per mile basis, the new generation transit buses will

cost more than the present ones, but fails to determine

whether the new buses are justified on economic ground, since

LCC based on reliability and optimum replacement is not

considered. '•

In 1977 UMTA awarded a contract to the Metropolitan

Suburban Bus Authority (MSBA) to study the concept of life

cycle costing in bus procurement. (16) According to the Advanced

Management Systems, Inc., the consultant to do the study,

the MSBA's sophisticated management information system will

provide comprehensive cost data for specific area, such as

transmissions, total amount of mileage, fuel consumption, and

repair cost of individual buses over 12 years, in other words,

a biography of a bus. The MSBA study provides a very persuasive

argviment to develop subsystem data base for life cycle costing of

all transit vehicles.
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Another recent UMTA study by Advanced Management Systems,

Inc. reports using LCC in the evaluation of current Rohr and

AM General buses and General Motors RTS-II buses. (17) Although

the study advances the need for LCC for bus procurement, and

offers detailed cost per mile for various carriers around the

country, the effect of age on support costs, reliability, and

variation in life span are not considered. General lack of data

on transit rolling stock support cost is seen as an important

problem in applying LCC analysis to vehicle management problems.

The Ottawa-Carleton Regional Transit Commission's prodcedure

for evaluation of tenders shows a practical application of LCC

with minimum data and computations. (18) The procedure adds the

cost of initial procurement, excess fleet cost (as substitute

for availability cost) , road call cost (as substitute for

reliability) , and support costs as increasing function of age

in years of competing bids over a designated number of years

of service. Like most studies Ottawa-Carleton ' s procedure does

not consider reprocurement costs.

The need to apply LCC to a variety of products and

industries is now well recognized. A joint conference in

October 1977 of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers

and the American Association of Cost Engineers, "Life Cycle

Costing: A New Approach to Systems," in Washington, D.C., under-

lines the professional and management interest in the subject

matter. Increasing support cost of equipment and buildings

as well as cost inflation have created new pressures to consider

costs other than initial procurement in replacement and acquisition

decisions

.
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What is next in LCC? The answer is universally the long

process of developing the data base. In the transit industry,

long starved for public funds, information on performance and

costs is very scarce. Life history of vehicles is not kept.

Further, data must be computer based for automatic retrieval and

should accommodate many management and financial reporting

functions. A well-designed transit LCC information system will

serve for more than intelligent vehicle replacement decisions.

It can serve for comparing competing bids, deciding the number of

miles a specific vehicle should be used, and the level of

maintenance at which desired system and subsystem reliabilities

can be achieved at minimum long term cost.

d. Replacement/Rebuilding Decisions Using LCC Analysis:

The following discussion illustrates the comprehensiveness

and advantages of LCC with replacement over the single-cycle and

cumulative average per mile cost analysis. Figure 3.5 shows two

cases involving $10,000 extraordinary expense in the 5th and the

11th year of life of a transit bus that is used at a constant

annual rate of 40,000 miles. In both cases, for simplicity,

growth rates of all costs are assumed to be zero while the

discount rate is 3.2 percent. Further, it is assumed that

the extraordinary expense which could be a result of an accident

or damage from natural causes, does not affect future maintenance,

depreciation, or reliability costs after the required repairs.
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In both instances, the LCC of the bus increases above the normal

LCC of similar buses without the extraordinary expense. In the

first case, at the 5th year the normal LCC is C, . After repairs,

the lowest LCC achievable is C^ which is less than C, . This leads

to a conclusion to repair. In the second case, however, C_*, the

lowest possible LCC after repairs, is greater than the prerepair

level of C,*. It is, therefore, not economical to repair the bus

and must be replaced. Table 3.1 uses hypothetical LCC figures to

demonstrate the replacement/rebuilding decision process. It shows

that the management may be willing to spend a sum of $10,000 on

a relatively newer bus but not on an older one. In case I,

the numbers suggest that the repaired vehicle must be used

at least until the LCC falls below the prerepair level of

$17.67, or the 7th year, to justify repairs.

Although the illustrated example is too simple, the

complex real world costs can be added and the benefits, if

any, be subtracted to make optimum decisions. Naturally,

the analysis is most applicable in developing general rules

and guidelines for major repairs and rebuilding since each

vehicle and rebuilding situation is unique in terms

of costs, benefits, and vehicle condition. The life cycle cost

analysis forces management to ask and answer relevant questions

and justify replacement/rebuilding decisions on financial and

economic ground. Improvements in the above decision process

can be made with better data on risks and probabilities of

repairs and a number of other economic and non-economic

issues not considered here.
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4, REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS OF RTA BUSES

The objective of this chapter is to present the process and

the results of application of life cycle cost analysis explained

in the preceding chapter to the buses of the suburban carriers

of the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) . First, the

efforts to collect and construct relevant data on maintenance,

depreciation, reliability and special depreciation costs are

explained. Next, the results of the life cycle cost analysis

and optimum replacement age of buses by total vehicle miles

and age in years are examined taking into account the effect

of discount rates, net growth in various costs, initial purchase

price and output level- the annual miles per year. Limitations

and capabilities of the present analysis for actual replacement/

rebuilding decisions are noted.

a. Transit Bus Costs:

The three basic cost components of transit rolling stock

/ for LCC analysis are maintenance, depreciation, and reliability.

Fuel cost, if conceived as a function of vehicle age, should

also be included. Since time value of money is significant in

life cycle costing, all costs must be reported in present value

and be related to annual use of vehicle. The bus maintenance

and reliability cost estimates for the present study depend largely

on the Vehicle Maintenance and Operation Reporting System (VMORS)

of the RTA covering some 500 buses of the suburban carriers- (17)

VMORS includes monthly miles, fuel consumption, and repair and

road call costs for most of the buses. Since this information

system became operational only in June, 1977, only six month cost
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data were available at the time of the present study in January,

1978. A complete set of data covered 288 buses that form the

basis for cost estimates. The quality of the data are believed

to be excellent. With a few exceptions, there were sufficient

number of buses in each age category. No bus in the sample had

over 500,000 miles.

i. Maintenance Cost

:

For the purpose of the present bus study, maintenance

cost includes all repairs, major overhauls and fuel.

The routine maintenance and inspections, and overheads,

; such as washing, cleaning, changing bulbs, real estate

and construction costs of garages, as well as driver

salaries are not included. All 288 buses in the sample

^ were identified by total life miles

.

If total miles were not available, especially on

older buses or where hubodometers were changed, they

were estimated on the basis of model year and the

average annual miles by the carrier. Newer buses

were assumed to average more miles per year than the

older ones. Buses were not classified by accessaries

such as air-conditioning, type of service-urban vs.

rural-or size. Admittedly, these ommissions distort

the cost picture, especially for repairs and fuel.

Table 4.1 lists the per mile maintenance cost of 288

buses by total miles and carriers. The relative effect

of ommissions and distortions was small because a

smoothed repair cost curve was developed from the base
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FIGURE 4-1: MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR COST PER MILE AND

TOTAL TRANSIT BUS MILES
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data (figure 4.1). The fluctuations in per mile maintenance

data can be readily explained by the nature of incidence of

vehicle failures and the industry practices. According to

the RTA maintenance personnel, heavy repairs and overhauls

on transit buses are generally performed at 100,000, 250,000

and 500,000 life miles. Engines are normally replaced at

500,000 miles. Cyclical cost patters are also found in

locomotive repairs and are commonly experienced in other

equipment maintenance environs

.

Fuel consumption cost is based on a price of 50 cents

per gallon of diesel. The CTA experience was the basis for

determining the per mile fuel cost of buses (20).

Although no clear picture on the effect of age on fuel

efficiency emerges from the CTA data because of aggregation

by bus series, they do indicate some range. Because new

buses are air-conditioned, they give fewer miles per gallon

than the older ones. The per mile fuel cost for the new CTA

buses was 9.25 cents compared with 10.25 cents for the 2

and 3 years eld, similarly equipped, buses. Figure 4.2

relates to the per mile estimated fuel cost to the age of

transit bus in miles. The fluctuating cost curve attempts

to reflect the benefits of major maintenance expenditures

of fuel efficiency. Basically, it is assumed that
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FIGURE 4.2: FUEL COST PER MILE AND TOTAL TRANSIT
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the new vehicles would give 4 miles per gallon, or

12,5 cents per mile. After 500,000 miles the fuel

efficiency declines to 3.0 mpg , or 16.6 cents per

mile, a decline in efficiency of nearly 33 percent.

ii Reliability Cost ;

Reliability cost, for the purpose of the present

study, is the sum of the cost of the reserve fleet

requirement and the expense of road calls. In the

six month study period, the 288 RTA buses reported

882 road calls (Table 4.2). For each age category by

life miles, the number of road calls per 10,000 miles

of service was determined. The result shows a weak

pattern of increase in road calls with age for some

carriers. It is possible that some carriers delayed

required maintenance longer than the others. Based

on this rather weak evidence a road calls chart was

constructed showing the number of expected road calls

per 10,000 miles (Figure 4.3). Each road call

was assigned an average cost of $30, a figure found

to be representative of RTA ' s experience in 1977.

The reserve fleet requirement cost was determined

on the basis of general transit industry opinion of

10 percent reserve vehicles. A charge of 10 percent

of annual maintenance and fuel cost was made to the

reliability cost to reflect cost of maintaining a

reserve fleet.
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TABLE 4-2

ROAD CALL RATES OF SELECTED RTA BUSES AND
CARRIERS BY BUS LIFE MILES

July thru December, 1977

18 Life
•Lies Interval

CARRIERS

Aurcyra Elgin Joliet NORTRAN Safeway Sub. Tran. WNCTC Total

3

4. 87

53 4

1.06 0.37

225 7

2.16 0.38

), 000-59, 999
^o, of Calls 8 8 2 9 -34

:alls/10,000M. 7.03 1.71 4.7
3,000-89,999
^o. of Calls - 4

:alls/10,000M. - 1.4 5

3,000-119,999
io. of Calls 66 - 121
:alls/10,000M. 3.25 - 4.10
ZO, 000-149, 999

fo. of Calls ~ ~ 33 ~
:alls/10,000M. - - 4.00 -

30,000-209,999
iJo. of Calls - - - "58
:alls/10,OOOM. - - - - 0.52
40,000-269,999
^o. of Calls _ _ _ _ -

:alls/10,OOOM. _ - - _ -

30,000-349,999
^o. of Calls - - - "19
:alls/10,000M. - - - - 0.94
30,000-449,999
^lo. of Calls 19
:alls/10,000M. 6.4 8
50,000-499,999
;Io. of Calls
:alls/10,000M.

Total
;^o. of Calls 154 32

I

211 278 88

13 25 246
0. 80 1.97

50 11 297
1.4 1.56

3

0.71

66

190

33

8 66

1.97

5 5

1. 92

4 23
2.4

19

53 882

Durce: A six-month survey of repair and maintenance of selected RTA
iiburban carriers, July thru December, 1977. West Town does not report
aintenance. Only buses with complete cost and mileage records are
acluded.
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FIGURE 4. 3: EXPECTED RATE OF ROAD CALLS AND TRANSIT BUS MILES

12-1-
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SOURCE: The asterisks are points observed in the
actual road call data for some 300 RTA
suburban buses from July thru December 1977,
The curve is hand-fitted and corresponds
to maintenance cost data used for this
s tudy

.
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Excluded from the reliability cost is the delay

cost which could not be determined from present data.

The cost of riders ' wasted time and loss of business

to the authority may be very insignificant for a highly

reliable system but quite high for an extremely old

fleet. The reliability cost in the present analysis,

therefore, is believed to be understated. The LCC

analysis procedure presented in this paper is not

designed to consider reliability as a critical

variable.

iii Depreciation Cost

As defined earlier in Section 3-b, the depreciation

cost of a transit bus in any year (t) is the difference

in market values in the preceding year (t-1) and

the year (t) . Since transit buses do not have

a real competitive resale market for trade-in, like

automobiles, there is no real life experience on

market value of buses of various ages. If the total

acquisition cost is assigned to the year of replacement,

the costs will be overstated in the early years of

vehicle and understated later. A theoretical

depreciation cost curve was developed that is convex

and assigns about 22 percent of acquisition cost to the

first 25,000 miles. Depreciation cost diminishes to

almost zero when the vehicle reaches 500,000 miles.
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The depreciation cost function is given by

D(t) = MP^_^- MP
^

where

MP = MP . (l-exp(-l(t/100000) )

)

MP. = Market price at t=0, that is, purchase price in 1977

and t = Total vehicle life miles.

iv. Special Appreciation

Since major overhauls and repairs may enhance the

market value of vehicles, a part of the major maintenance

cost should be depreciated over the following periods if they

continue to be in use, or their trade-in-value should be

increased. Since the maintenance curve used for the present

analysis reflects the improved efficiency of the overhauled

vehicles, no appreciation value is assigned.

V . Annual and Cumulative Average Per Mile Costs: -(

The total cost of operating and maintaining and replacing

the transit bus is the sum of depreciation, maintenance and

fuel, and reliability costs defined earlier. To allow for

variation in annual miles per transit bus, total costs were

determined for every 10,000 miles interval to 800,000 miles.

Four output policies were considered. The three constant

miles policies assumed annual usage of 25,000, 30,000 and 40,000

miles. The fourth policy allowed as many as 50,000 miles in
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in the first year of service but only 10,000 miles per year

in the 16th through 20th years, accumulating a total of

500,000 miles, or an average of 25,000 miles per year. The

latter, called the decreasing miles policy, represents a

practice by many carriers. It is of interest to examine

this practice against the constant miles usage from economic

considerations

.

Tables 4.3 A, B, C, and D present the annual cost of

maintenance (including fuel) , depreciation and reliability

for the four output alternatives. 'No more than 20 years of

life is considered from an a priori determination that a

20 year old vehicles will be an obvious candidate for replacement,

irrespective of the mileage. > The last columns give the

annual per mile average cost. For all outputs, the minimum

per mile average cost is at 475,000 miles and the minimum cost

is the same, about 42.66 cents per mile, regardless of

the number of annual miles, or the bus life in years.

The absence of time value of money is quite apparent.

Further, replacement costs are not considered, or assumed

to be constant over time.

vi. Average Cost Under Increasing Prices:

If the vehicle costs increase over time, the minimum

average cost moves to a lower level of total vehicle use as

present value of future costs increase exponentially.

Table 4.4 shows the minimum average cost for the four

alternative output levels and price increases from zero to

ten percent annually.
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At zero rate eachoutput level has the same minimum

average cost of around 42.65 cents at 475,000 miles. If

costs increase at a rate of ten percent, the minimum average

goes up for all output levels but more so for the low output

levels than the high ones. The minimum average per mile

cost for a 30,000 miles a year bus at ten percent rate

is 73.86 cents compared with 67.52 cents for the one used

40,000 miles. Since replacement costs are not considered,

the output rates have no effect on the minimum average

cost total miles. The inflation, however, reduces the

minimum average cost total miles ' to 240,000

at ten percent growth in costs.

b. Optimum Bus Replacement:

This section examines the life cycle cost increment -

the future costs of operating, maintaining and replacing

a transit bus over an infinite, or a very long time period -

by various scenarios of annual vehicle miles, discount rates,

and net growth rates in costs of maintenance, depreciation,

and reliability described in the preceding section. Table

4.5 summarizes the total miles and number of years a transit

bus with specified cost functions should be used to minimize

life cycle cost increment per mile. The four annual output

miles alternatives are considered with four real cost

increase scenarios for an initial, current acquisition cost

of $75,000. The effect of sudden price increase on optimum

replacement to $100,000 is examined for the two scenarios;

no price rise and increase equal to the discount rate of 3.2

percent.
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i. Cost Increase Equal to Discount Rate:

When costs in constant dollars rise at the same

rate as the discount rate, the net effect is to cancel

out the time effect of money. The optimum replacement

age can be simply determined by minium per mile average

cost. Table 4.5 shows that the minimum cost of 42.65

cents per mile is at 475,000 total miles, regardless

of the number of annual miles, constant or decreasing.

The transit bus under this scenario should be replaced

at 475,000 miles to minimize the average per mile cost

as well as the LCC increment.

If the initial purchase price of the transit bus

increases to say, $100,000, while other costs remain

constant, the net effect is to increase depreciation

costs relatively. Since depreciation costs are higher

in the initial years of use than the later, the increase

in price requires longer replacement period to minimize

the per mile LCC increment and the average cost. For

a bus used 25,000 miles a year, or at decreasing rare,

the optimum replacement age increases to over 500,000

miles and more than 20 years. The bus placing 30,000

miles a year at a constant rate, the life span extends

to 19 years, or 570,000 miles. Similarly, the 40,000

miles a year system must extend vehicle usage to 560,000

miles, or 14 years. The annual bus miles in this situation

has no effect on either the size of the minimum per mile

cost, or optimum replacement life miles.
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ii. Discount Rate of 3.2 Percent or More:

1

I

1

A positive discount rate greater than the cost increase

implies that the time value of money is positive in

present dollars and postponement of replacment results in

benefits or savings. Under these conditions, the future

cost is always less in present value. Because of the

specific cost functions assumed for a transit bus and

since the minimum LCC increment curves have a broad

bottom against discount rates, no noticeable change in

replacement strategy is indicated by the 3.2 percent net discoul

rate for the three fixed mileage alternatives. For the

declining use alternative, a reduction in life miles

to 450,000, or 15 years is indicated from the no cost

increase, zero discount rate scenario.

Although 10 percent discount rate over a long time

period is not realistic, it is examined here to understand

the effect of discounting on replacement decisions.

For the fixed miles alternatives, the high rate of dis-

counting results in more life miles for optimum replacment

since future higher costs are made more tolerable by the

deep discounting. The decreasing miles alternative,

with too small advantage of discounting in later years when

output is declining, finds it more economical to contract

the replacement cycle to 350,000 miles, or 10 years.

Figure 4.4 and Table 4.6 show the LCC increments for

20 annual replacement intervals for the four output

alternatives for positive discount rate of 10 percent a year.
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It is readily noticed that the high mileage per year

results in lower annual cost per mile. The findings

substantiate Tye ' s contention that the transit buses are

underutilized, making a case for increased output

through greater operating subsidy. (21) A comparison of

the decreasing miles policy with the fixed ones suggests

that for positive discount rates the declining use

policy results in premature replacment and higher per

mile life cycle cost.
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iii Cost Increase of 5.0 Percent:

If maintenance, fuel, reliability, and acquisition costs

increase at a rate of 5 percent a year in constant dollars,

while the future values are discounted at 3.2 percent, the

costs increase at the differential rate of 1.8 percent - a

negative discount rate. The effect of increasing costs is

to extend the optimum replacment period to minimize LCC

increment. Table 4.7 presents the LCC increments for the

four mileage alternatives by life miles for one to 20 years

replacment intervals.

This increasing cost scenario requires that a bus

placing 25,000 miles, or decreasing miles be replaced after

20 years, or more than 500,000 miles, (22) The 30,000 miles a

year transit bus minimizes LCC increment at 540,000 miles

or 18 years compared with 480,000 miles if there were no

cost increase. The optimum replacment schedule for a bus used

40,000 miles a year is unaffected by the 5 percent increase,

or that the change is too small - less than 20,000 miles.

The contrast in optimum replacment strategies by minimiura

average per mile cost and LCC with replacement is apparent

While increasing costs reduce optimum life miles under average

cost analysis, it is increased by LCC analysis. The difference

of course is attributed to the inclusion of replacment cycles

in the latter. Table 4.7 shows that under increasing cost

conditions low level of output gives a lower minimum LCC

increment than the high output since postponement of usage

is rewarding.
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Figure 4-5 schematically describes the LCC increment in

increasing cost environ by level of annual use of transit bus,

Notice that under decreasing costs, or net prositive discount

rates, the high output level was more economical than the

low one. With increasing costs, lower output levels give

longer replacement interval; 540,000 miles for 30,000 miles

a year compared with 480,000 miles at a rate of 40,000 miles

a year.
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40,000 Miles/Year

30,000

25,000

Declining Miles/Year

Path of Minimum
LCC Increments

Life Miles

Figure 4,5: LCC Increments Under Increasing Costs by
Annual Output

iv. Output Level and Optimum Replacement:

It will be incorrect to conclude from the presentation of

LCC analysis above that a low level of output, or a declining use

policy that gives a low level of output is desireable and

economical in the long run because average annual output per

vehicle requirement is usually determined by availability of

vehicles, route structure and operating constraints of the transit

system. Further, if additional reliability cost is assigned to

transit buses to account for age in years, higher output can be

found more economical than the low one even when costs are

increasing. The optimum replacement level under
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increasing cost is also affected by differential growth in costs.

If vehicle price is increasing faster than the maintenance and

repair costs, the effect will be to increase replacment interval.

Rapidly increasing maintenance costs, on the other hand, may

justify earlier replacement depending on the share of costs of

each component and the differential rates of growth of costs.

Table 4.8 compares the cost of fixed constant miles output

levels with the decreasing level policy that gives the same

average annual miles by rates of cost increase in percent

per year. At 3.2 percent increase, the discount rate of

3.2 percent removes the inflationary cost effect and output

levels do not affect per mile cost. Higher discount rates

make the "decreasing miles policy" very uneconomical. For

instance, a production requirement of 25,000 miles a year

by constant mileage policy costs only 82.7 percent of the

cost by declining miles policy, if real costs are discounted

at ten percent annually. Similarly, 40,000 miles a year can

be produced at 86.44 percent of the cost of declining miles

by a constant annual use. Even when costs are increasing,

constant rate usage is consistently cheaper than the declining

one for the same annual average miles.

c. Summary of Results and Conclusion ;

In the foregoing replacement analysis of RTA suburban transit

buses certain costs that are affected by age and mileage of

vehicle, such as maintenance and repairs, fuel, depreciation,

and reliability were examined. U-shaped, 20 years cost curves

were developed for four levels of bus use; 25,000, 30,000 and

40,000 constant miles per year, and a declining mile per year
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alternative that yielded 500,000 miles in 20 years. The last

alternative offers above average, 50,000 miles in the first year

but only 10,000 miles per year in the last five.

The primary objective of the present study is to determine

the number of miles the RTA transit buses should be used, or

the replacment interval, so that the per mile future costs

of maintenance, fuel, reliability, and replacment are minimized.

The cost tables for 20 years bus life were prepared using a

six-month survey in the second half of 1977 of repairs and

road calls of 288 RTA suburban buses. The following findings

refer to the specific cost functions assumed and the current

bus price of $75,000.

i. The average cost analysis that minimizes per mile

average cost over the life of vehicle indicates

smaller replacement cycles with increasing costs

in constant dollars (in addition to the increase

related to bus age) . The life cycle cost analysis ,

in contrast, suggests longer replacment cycles under

increasing cost conditions. The difference in

conclusions on optimum replacment cycle reached by

these two approaches is attributed to the average

cost analysis' failure to consider replacement cost.

Further, replacement decision is not affected by

annual miles output under average cost analysis. The

LCC analysis, however, explicitly considers the level

of annual vehicle use. The applicability of LCC

analysis to a variety of fleet management problems,

such as optimum replacment interval, the output level
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of bus annually and over its life time, evaluation

of competing bids for equipment of different price,

life span and reliability, and replacement vs.

rebuilding decisions involving substantial expenditures,

is amply illustrated.

ii. If costs are increasing at about five percent

annually in constant dollars, the optimum

replacment interval for an RTA bus is 480,000 miles

over 12 years if used 40,000 miles per year, or

540,000 miles over 18 years at 30,000 miles per

year. It should be noted that the reliability

costs may have been understated. A significantly

higher rate of reliability costs than used in the

present study may result in reduction in optimum

life of 30,000 to 40,000 miles, or one year.

iii. The effect of increasing, or decreasing real costs

of transit bus is to lengthen the replacment miles

to minimize per mile LCC increment. A significant

change in real costs, five to ten percent annually, is

required to change the optimum replacment age of

transit bus by one, or two years.

iv. If costs are decreasing, or increasing at a rate

lower than the discount rate, it is always economical

to increase annual output miles per bus per year.

If costs are rising too fast, however, reduction

in annual output nay prove desirable to save on
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LCC of increasing maintenance and replacement.

In other words, fast increasing costs suggest a

larger fleet with low per vehicle miles.

V. An increase in the price of transit bus without an

increase in future cost of maintenance and reliability

always increases the optimum replacement interval.

vi. An increase in acquisition cost and resulting increase in

depreciation cost always lengthens the replacement

interval; an increase in maintenance cost shortens it.

A case for increasing subsidy for maintenance can be

made from the results of LCC analysis. A higher level

of subsidy for maintenance would result in longer

optimum replacement interval, as well as lower

capital cost. This is contrary to present UMTA

guidelines that recommend replacment at a fixed 12

year period, and the CTA preference for a 7 year

replacement cycle.

vii. The common industry practice of using new buses more

intensively than the older ones results in uneconomic

use of resources and higher per mile cost than if

the buses are used at a constant annual rate.

A declining miles policy examined in the present

study, was found uneconomical in every scenario

compared with a constant rate of utilization that

produced the same number of miles annually. In many
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situations, the declining usage required significantly

fewer optimum replacement miles than the comparable

constant miles policies. The declining use

with above average rate of utilization in

the early years and a very low rate in the final years

should be discouraged on economic ground.

5. REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS OF COMMUTER RAIL LOCOMOTIVES

The objective of this chapter parallels that of the pre-

ceding one on transit buses. In the following the procedure

for determining the least cost replacement intervals for

commuter rail locomotives is described. The major variables

affecting locomotive replacment decisions, as for the

buses, are acquisition cost, resale value (or depreciation),

reliability cost, discount rate, and increase in prices of

labor and materials. Based on the experience of suburban rail

carriers in the RTA region, the annual use of locomotives is

assumed at a constant rate of 40,000 miles. Because of high

cost of spares and fixed routes of the rail system, there is

little flexibility in annual output per locomotive.

Since many of the conceptual and analytical problems of

rolling stock replacment have been already examined in Chapter 3,

and the application of LCC analysis to transit bus was des-

cribed in Chapter 4, the presentation in this chapter is

brief. The reader is advised to become familiar with the material

presented earlier.
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a. Commuter Rail Locomotive Costs;

Data on per mile cost of suburban locomotive operation

by equipment age are even scarcer than for the buses. This

is in part due to the organization of the rail industry

in which suburban passenger system is a small, and often

money- losing part. Further, there is a wide difference in

equipment, the level of maintenance, and type of service.

The repair shops of many carriers also serve non-commuter

equipment. Separating the cost of commuter-service in many

instances is almost impossible under present record keeping

systems. The following outlines the efforts to determine

cost data on a comparable level of the transit buses.

i . Maintenance Cost Survey:

After several attempts to dig-out data on the maintenance

cost of commuter rail equipment, a survey of repair activities

on locomotives and coaches was initiated in September, 19 77

for two carriers: (1) the Milwaukee Road with a number of

relatively new locomotives, and (2) the Burlington Northern

with a significant proportion of older locomotives. Based

on in-depth interviews with the representatives of the two

railroads, and on-site inspection of their repair facilities,

a survey form to record each repair was designed. The survey

form presented in Appexdix III was used to note the locomotive,

as well as coach maintenance incidences, every week from

September, 1977 thru the middle of February, 1978 when efforts

were discontinued for the following reasons:
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* The time span of the survey was too short compared

with the life of locomotives to establish a pattern

of repair costs. _

* Many of the maintenance activities were performed

outside the region, especially certain heavy repairs.

* Current life of locomotives could not be determined

because of many overhauls and changes in subsystems.

Some of the locomotives were used for freight operations.

* The extent of repair, the labor and materials could

not be determined from the available description of

repairs. Our attempts to use standard costs for each

repair type were not productive.

* There is considerable interchange of parts between

locomotives of each carrier. The central exchange

units of the railroads do not trace parts movements , nor

do they charge specific amount to a soecific locomotive,

or a coach. They find no justification for assigning

costs to individual equipment since costs are internalized

for the company as a whole.

*' There is little standardization of repair and

maintenance activities of the railroads. Since few

spare locomotives and coaches are available, especially

in the rush hours, the carriers try to maintain high

reliability, possibly at high cost. Further, carriers

'
' receive premium for better than designated level of

uc on-time performance, while operating deficits are

subsidized by the RTA, creating an incentive for

• over maintenance. . :

'
'•' '
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In summary, the survey showed that the present record-

keeping systems of the railroads do not permit a reasonable

estimation of their commuter system maintenance cost related

to equipment age, annual output, type of service, or reliability.

No account of mileage or fuel consumption by individual locomotive

is kept. Also, it must be recognized that fuel consumption is

significantly affected by the number of trailer cars and passenger

load.

The primary impression received from the rail system

operators was that locomotive life is very long and age has little

or no effect on cost of operation. The maintenance staff of

the railroads suggested on several occasions that every repair

returned the equipment to its original condition and that the

older locomotives are just as good, or even better than the new

ones in overall economy because of their high standards of

repair and workmanship.

Although the reliability record and the quality of service

of the commuter rail system in the Chicago metropolitan area

is indeed high, much remains to be learned about the true cost

of locomotive and coach maintenance. Are we paying too much

to maintain the old rolling stock at high performance level? The

rail operation is far more complex than the buses; there are

many more subsystems. Further, one must consider reliability

in terms of all subsystems. A flexible concept of reliability

is far more important for locomotives than for transit buses

because of high cost of spare units. Maintenance cost of rail

equipment could be significantly affected by accepting less than

perfect reliability and greater standardization of repairs

and maintenance as well as timely replacement.
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with reference to the data problems outlined earlier,

the simulated cost data by the Electro-Motive Division (EMD)

of the General Motors Corp., prepared for the RTA on the new

model F40-PH locomotives for use on the Rock Island's Joliet

and Blue Island lines was found most suitable for the

present research. The simulated cost data include scheduled

and unscheduled maintenance cost, including materials,

for the F40-PH model over 25 years of life at a rate of

40,000 miles a year. Table 5.1 from the EMD report shows six

and twelve year repair cycles. For example, the wheels are

replaced every 240,000 miles, while major overhauls are

performed at every 480,000 miles, or twelve years. Note that

the cost figures are in constant dollars.

Our efforts to have the EMD extend the cost estimates for

the locomotive maintenance to 36 or 48 years were not successful.

Since most industry sources consider locomotive and coach life to be

over 25 years, it was important to estimate the costs to at

least 36 years. A recent study commissioned by the RTA estimating the

value of rolling stock of the Chicago Northwestern Railroad

states

"For a first generation diesel-electric locomotive, the
nominal life-span has been taken as 35 years. While
technological changes, such as the advent of electric head
end power, have caused locomotives to be retired early
others have seen the full life cycle prior to retirement.
The Amtrak and railroad experience has been that 35 years
or about 4-5 million miles will exact a toll on the
structure of the locomotive, and on its trucks,
suffient to cause replacment of the unit." (23)

e tiri
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TABLE 5-1

LOCCXOTIVE CALCULATED RliPAIR COST 10/00/
INCLUDING UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

3000 HP MCirn r40 PH LOCOMOTIVE
'40000. MILES PER YEAr< - LABOR RATE = S10.7C / HR."
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Although the consultants acknowledge that the suburban

service is different from the freight and inter-city

passenger trips, no allowance is made in the life span. A

survey of eight carriers by the Northeastern Illinois Planning

Commission (NIPC) in 1975 indicated an average locomotive

life of 31 years. (24)

For the purpose of the present study, the maintenance cost

for 25th to 36th years of life of locomotives was estimated

by assuming the same rate of growth as that from 13th thru

24th year over the comparable first 12 years. Since the twelve

year overhaul cycles assign a large one time cost of over

$125,000 to the 12th, 24th and the 36th years, these costs

were spread over three years in proportion of 50, 30 and

20 percent. The effect on total cost by this procedure is

the same as increasing the resale value, or decreasing the

depreciation cost after major overhauls. Table 5.2 shows, among

other costs, the annual maintenance cost of commuter locomotive

over 36 year life span. Note that the cyclical pattern of

costs is maintained since engineering and management considerations

do justify fluctuations in maintenance activities.

Currently available data on commuter rail operation do

not permit proper evaluation of costs and optimum replacment

analysis of the rolling stock based on local experience. In fact,

analysis of coach replacement had to be dropped completely for

lack of basic data for individual units and respective age in

total miles.

A
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ii . Depreciation Cost:

Although the locomotives, in general, have a better and

larger resale market than the transit buses, the design of

commuter rail rolling stock make them unsuitable for freight,

or inter-city service. The resale value of relatively new

locomotives, therefore is only theoretical, or a book value.

A convex declining curve_, representing the resale value of

locomotives, was developed that gave 26 percent depreciation

in the first 40,000 miles of service. In the later years

the rate declines rapidly and is almost zero in the 36th

year of life. The depreciation cost in year t, D(t), is given by

D(t) = MP^_^ - MP^

where MP = MP^ . (exp ( -0 . 2- (0 . 1 t) )

)

MP = Purchase price of new locomotive in 1977,
° i.e. $750,000.

and t = Age of locomotive in years.

Annual depreciation costs for locomotives are given in Table 5.2,

iii. Reliability Cost;

Unlike road call data on transit buses, little information

is available on in-service breakdown of locomotives. The need for

excess fleet to substitute units in repair could not be

determined. In fact, the Burlington Northern officials said

that they have no spares and must use all the units during

peak hours. All repairs, therefore, are made in off-peak hours.

The Milwaukee and Burlington Northern officials indicated

that there are no reliability problems and no costs associated
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to in-service breakdown, except in very special situations.

The railroad officials could not assign reliability penalty

to the age of locomotives, so long as proper maintenance •

procedure were followed.

Without reliability costs, the data on maintenance cost

and depreciation suggest locomotive life of over 36 years on the

basis of per mile average cost. Further, local experience does

indicate high maintenance and breakdown problems of older

equipment. The Burlington Northern with older equipment is being

paid more per mile cost for new off-peak service by the RTA than the

Milwaukee Road with relatively newer locomotives. Our brief

survey of maintenance also indicated relatively more maintenance

activity at the Burlington Northern than at the Milwaukee Road.

To compensate for the high maintenance related to

equipment age, total reliabilty cost equal to about one-half

the cost of maintenance was assesed over a span of 36 years.

In addition, for each year of service of the locomotive $100

were allocated to road call costs. The relaiability cost for

locomotives at any age period t, R(t) , was computed by the

formula

R(t) = (exp(+0.175 t) 100) + (100 t)

where t = Age of locomotive in years

.
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iv. Average Cost :

Table 5.2 shows that the per mile cumulative average cost

of locomotive maintenance, depreciation and reliability, defined

earlier, is minimum in the 23rd year of use, or 920,000 miles,

and is equal to $1.36. At this point, a decision must be made

whether the overhaul cost of nearly $150,000 should be incurred.

On the basis of average costs, such expenditure is not justified

and the locomotive must be replaced.

b. Commuter Rail Locomotive Replacement :

In this section the locomotive replacement decision is

examined using the LCC approach that explicitly considers

replacements under four conditions: one, cost increase equal to

discount rate; two, discount rate of 3.2 percent and more;

three, cost increase of 5.0 percent and more; and four, sudden

increase in acquisition cost of locomotive of 33.3 percent.

Table 5.3 lists the LCC increments by selected rates of cost

increase for one thru 36 annual replacement cycles for locomotives

used 40,000 miles a year constant rate.

i . Cost Increase Equal To Discount Rate :

The cost increase of maintenance, depreciation, and

reliability at the same annual rate as the discount rate

i.e., 3.2 percent, implies that the net time value of money

is zero. The minimum average cost also minimizes the LCC

increment. In this circumstance, the locomotive should

be replaced every 23 years, or 920,000 miles at an average

annual per mile cost of $1.36.
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ii. Discount Rate of 3.2 Percent and More :
j

If prices increase only as much as inflation, in other

words, costs do not increase in constant dollars, present

dollars are worth more in the future. It pays to postpone

expenditures and earn positive dividends. The net effect of

positive discount rates is to reduce the life cycle cost

increments and increase optimum replacement cycle.

A social discount rate of 3.2 percent, in the absence Ii

of cost increase in constant dollars, indicates that $45.42 i

in 1977 can support an annual output of one mile to infinity,

for a locomotive replaced every 23 years, or 920,000 miles,

the same as if the real rate of price increase were of 3.2
t

percent.

If costs decline by 6.8 percent annually, the effective

discount rate of 10 percent reduces the current investment

requirement for one mile annual output to infinity to $16.44.

The optimum replacement interval increases to 32 years,

or 1,280,000 miles at 40,000 miles a year.

iii. Cost Increase of 5.0 Percent or More :

Increasing cost not only makes maintenance more expensive

but also increase the price of replacement. However, as

observed earlier, a significant rate of cost increase is genera

required to shift the minimum cost replacement life miles.

A cost increase of 5 percent, combined with 3.2 percent

discount rate, increases the annual cost but suggests replace-

ment every 23 years, the same as if no cost increase.
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An increase of 8 percent annually, though raises the minimum

average cost retirement age to 28 years, or 1,120,000

miles.

iv. Effect of Sudden Price Increases :

If the cost of locomotive increases to a million dollars

from $750,000, the depreciation costs increase relative to

maintenance cost. The net effect on minimum LCC increment

is to lengthen the replacement cycle. Table 5.3 shows that

without annually increasing costs, the increased price of

locomotive results in optimum replacement age of 32 years,

or 1,280,000 miles.

c. Summary of Results and Conclusion - Locomotive Replacement

In the foregoing replacement analysis of commuter rail

locomotives, the costs of maintenance, depreciation, and

reliability were estimated from indirect sources since a

four-month survey of maintenance failed to identify pattern

of costs related to locomotive age. Annual total costs for

one thru 36 years of life of locomotive were computed based

on 40,000 miles annual output. The LCC increments for selected

cost increase rates from -6.8 percent to 8.0 percent were

examined and corresponding minimum cost replacement periods

were identified.

The following summarizes the important results of

locomotive replacement analysis:
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i. For a commuter rail locomotive used at a rate of

40,000 miles annually, the aminimum average per mile cost,

including maintenance, reliability and depreciation, is

$1.36 in the 23rd year of life, or 920,000 life miles.

This result is the same as for a cost increase of 3.2

percent and a discount rate of the same amount.

ii. If a moderate cost increase of 5 percent per year

in constant dollars is assumed as an industry norm, the

locomotives should be replaced every 23 years while

minimizing the LCC increment. An increase of 8 percent

per year, however, requires the locomotives to be used

for 28 years, or 1,120,000 miles.

iii. The declining real cost of 6.8 percent, or a discount rate

of 10 percent increases the minimum cost replacement age of

locomotives to 32 years, or 1,280,000 life miles.

iv. A sudden increase in the acquisition price of locomotives

to a million dollars will require to lengthen the replacment

cycle to 32 years, or 1,280,000 life miles.

v. Despite attempts to make the figures on locomotive operation

costs as realistic as possible, the lack of confidence in

the figures, especially their relevance to the Chicago region

is acknowledged. The maintenance cost data, supplied by the

Electro-Motive Division of General Motors Corp. that manufactures

the locomotives now in service, appear too low compared with
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actual cost experience. If actual support costs are indeed

higher than suggested by the EMD estimates, the optimum

locomotive life may reduce significantly from 23 years.

Understanding of the reliability cost of rail equipment

by age, as manifested in high cost, or in-service break-

downs, is ciritically lacking. The present effort, however,

provides a groundwork for replacement analysis as more

reliable data become available. The results indicates

significant management analysis application of the LCC with

replacement approach and better understanding of the forces

affecting replacement/rebuilding decisions.
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6. FUTURE WORK PROGRAM IN LCC REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS:

The LCC analysis presented in this study covers most

issues in determining the output level, replacement interval,

rehabilitation and selection of bids of transit buses. Many

basic analytical and mathodological questions have been

addressed and a groundwork for decision-making in real life

environs has been established. The biggest hurdle, in practical

application of LCC analysis, is the realistic appraisal of

costs associated with use and age of vehicles. Although the

available data base was adequate for the present exploratory

research, significantly improved understanding and measurement

of costs associated with reliability standards are necessary.

The present study assumed constant annual changes in costs

that may not be found in real life situations. It is interesting

to examine cyclical or stochastic growth in costs of maintenance

and purchase price. The need for more realistic cost

scenarios cannot be overemphasized.

Recent UMTA efforts to collect and analyse bus cost

data are indicative of the recognized need for a reliable bus

cost data base (25). The LCC analysis based on actual costs

can be employed to many management problems for the transit

industry, such as replacement interval for the vehicle and

its subsystems, selection of bids, optimum maintenance level,

relative shares of subsidy for capital and maintenance costs,

and evaluation of expensive overhauls and rebuildings

compared with replacement.
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Many of the issues addressed in LCC analysis are of

national importance, such as subsidy for maintenance versus

capital projects. The present study substantiates the

obvious that the transit agencies financed relatively heavily

for new equipment compared with maintenance, may tend to

undermaintain and underuse their rolling stock. Evaluation

of the advanced-design, the transbus and other improved buses

on the basis of life cycle analysis, as presented in this

paper, would be helpful in formulating criteria in financing and

subsidizing transit costs.
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FOOTNOTES

(1) Simpson and Curtin, Public Transportation Systems in
Northeastern Illinois , Summary, 1975. Prepared for the
Regional Transportation Authority.

(2) Road call cost refers to the cost of servicing vehicles that
breaks down during service on the road. Typically, one tow
truck and two people must be sent to the scene.

(3) The LCC analysis approach used in this study does not
require any assumption of depreciation. If the total
purchase price is assigned to the year of procurement,
optimum life span of equipment is extended

-

(4) Booz-Allen Applied Research and Simpson and Curtin,
Transbus Operational , Passenger , and Cost Impact , July 1976.
Prepared for the U. S. Urban Mass Transportation
Administration, Washington, D.C. Transbus Document #TR-75-002.

(5) Vehicle Series Cost Report is the Chicago Transit Authority's
regular publication describing certain maintenance and repair
costs by bus series and garages for 13 four-week periods a year

(6) Advanced Management Systems, Inc., Life Cycle Costing
for Current Rohr and AM General Buses and General Motors
RTS-II Bus, McLean, Va . , Table 2, July 1976.
UMTA-VA-06-00 39-76-1.

(7) Ibid., Advanced Management Systems, Inc., 1976.

(8) Refer to GSA publication in Bibliography. Also refer
to Section 3.c for a review of relevant literature and
an outline of history of LCC analysis.

(9) John E. Williams, "Life Cycle Costing, an Overview,"
A paper presented at the AIIE/AACE Joint Conference on
Life Cycle Costing : A New Approach to Systems , Washington,
D.C, October 5-6, 1977, p. 30.

(10) Life Cycle Costing Workbook, General Service Administration,
Washington, D.C, February, 1977.

(11) D. E. Burkarte, "RIW as a Practical LCC Procurement
Technique," Rockwell-Collins, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. A paper
presented at the AIIE/AACE Joint Conference on Life
Cycle Costing : A New Approach to Systems , Washington, D.C
October 5-6, 1977, p. 18.
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FOOTNOTES (CONTINUED]

(12) William B. Tye, "A Capital Grant as a Subsidy Device:
The Case Study of Urban Mass Transportation," The Economics
of Federal Subsidy Programs, the Joint Economic Committee,
the U. S. Congress, Washington, D.C., 1973, pp. 796-826.

(13) Edward C. Posner, "Life Cycle Costing with a Discount Rate,"
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California,. A paper presented at
the annual conference of the Operations Research Society
of America, Philadelphia, 1976, p. 33.

(14) J. Edward Anderson, "Life Cycle Cost and Reliability
,

Allocation in Automated Transit Systems," High Speed Ground
Transportation , Vol. 11, No. 1, Spring 1977, pp. 1-18.

(15) Op. cit. , Booz-Allen Applied Research and Simpson and
Curtin, July, 1976.

(16) Passenger Transport, American Public Transit Association,
September 9, 1977, pp. 10.

(17) H. R. Kain, G. J. Marks, and L. A. Staszak, Life Cycle
Costing for Current Rohr and AM General Motors RTS-II Bus ,

Advanced Management Systems, Inc., McLean, Va., July,
1976, p. 23.

(18) H. Chaput, P. "Ottawa-Carleton Transit Procedure for
evaluation of Tenders," A paper presented at the American
Transit Association Spring Conference, Washington, D.C.,
May 22, 1974, p. 16.

(19) William A. Perkins, Jr., Vehicle Maintenance and Operation
Reporting Svstem , Regional Transportation Authority,
Chicago, Illinois, May, 1977.

(20) Ibid. , Vehicle Series Cost Report , the Chicago Transit Authority
June 12, 1976.

(21) Op. Cit., William B. tye, 1973.

(22) The maximum replacement age for a transit bus was determined
20 years, a priori, reflecting an opinion that a 20 year
old bus is ready for retirement, irrespective of the mileage.

(23) Michael R. Weinman and Carl R. England, Jr., & Son,
"Explanation of Estimated Life on Locomotives," September,
1977. Prepared for The RTA.
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FOOTNOTES (CONTINUED)

(24) Barry R. Knight, "Standard Economic Lifetimes: A suggested
Method for Assessing Transit Capital Needs," Northeastern
Illinois Planning Commission, Chicago, IL., July, 1975,
p. 14.

(25) In 1977 the Urban Mass Transportation Authority awarded a
contract to the Metropolitan Suburban Bus Authority in
New York to study the cost of bus maintenance over many
years life span. Refer to Passenger Transport , American
Public Transit Association, September 9, 1977. pp. 10.
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APPENDIX I

COMPUTER PROGRAM PCR LIFE CYCLE COST REPLACEMENT
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APPENDIX I- P.

2

L'G ZV J = T itI
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